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Details of Visit:

Author: Fatbrian
Location 2: Bury
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 11 Sep 2010 late morning
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: La Maison
Website: http://www.lamaisonbury.co.uk
Phone: 01617611302
Notes: Formerly Notorious Girls NW

The Premises:

La Maison is a nice, relaxed and friendly joint with high class rooms and en-suit shower facilities.

The Lady:

A Very nice looking 20yr old polish girl. 5? 5? brunette/red head, toned size 8 dancers body with
perfect shaped hips and lower back; small but well shaped, pert A/B cups. Celeb resemblance
would be Franka Ponente out of run lola run.  

The Story:

Positives: A nice looking girl with a lovely body and willing to please. Technique-wise a high quality
deep throating/sucking BJ.

Negatives: Inexperienced and didn?t quite know how to keep the punt flowing along, moving from
one thing to the other naturally. Also she has a great sucking technique but if she added some ball
sucking and licking, the over all experience would be really improved.

Comments

I booked in and Sienna accompanied me to the room. LM?s rooms are high spec with good in-suit
showers but could do with some back ground music. Sienna was wearing a sexy black knickers and
bra set with a fishnet type short dress over the top. I took a shower and then joined her on the bed.

I found Sienna quiet and pleasant but could sense the inexperience (although not nervous) as she
was quite sure where to start. We started with a DFK kissing and this was ok to good (she could
have done with a little more passion but still there was tongues and some lip nibbling etc). I moved
down and sucked her pert tits for a little bit and moved my hand down to play with her pussy. I
hoped she would move onto OWO but again experience was evident as she wasn?t picking up on
my signals to get to some oral action.
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I suggested a 69 to move things along and so we had a side by side mutual sucking session. He
pussy was neat, tight and tasted good. Her BJ technique was really very good indeed. I was
surprised and I really enjoyed her deep throating/sucking of my cock. A couple of times I broke off
licking her to enjoy the sensation from her sucking.

I came out from the 69 and lay on my knees and enjoyed a good OWO sucking session from her. I
was then ready for some sex.

Sex was fairly basic in missionary and then Doggy. It was a great sight of her lovely hips and shape
of her back. However the sex itself was all that to be honest and so I pulled out and switched to a
69 again, this time me below, her above. I tried missionary once more and after a while asked if she
did CIM, which unfortunately she doesn?t specialise in.

So to finish I asked for so more OWO and hand relief. So a good amount of sucking and then I
finished knelt at side angles to her as she wanked me off over her mid-rift while I played with her
pussy with one hand and her tits with the other.

After I took a quick shower and then so did Sienna and we left the room. Time-wise; entering in and
leaving the room was about 35-40 mins for the 30 min session, so no clock watching or rush.

Over all I?d describe this as a quiet punt but good punt with a fairly inexperienced girl, who
definitely has promise.

Would I return? Probably when she has gained more experience and can make the session flow
more naturally.
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